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Abstract
Solar ﬂares were ﬁrst observed by plain eye in white light by William Carrington in England
in 1859. Since then these eruptions in the solar corona have intrigued scientists. It is known
that ﬂares inﬂuence the space weather experienced by the planets in a multitude of ways,
for example by causing aurora borealis. Understanding ﬂares is at the epicentre of human
survival in space, as astronauts cannot survive the highly energetic particles associated with
large ﬂares in high doses without contracting serious radiation disease symptoms, unless they
shield themselves eﬀectively during space missions. Flares may be at the epicentre of man’s
survival in the past as well: it has been suggested that giant ﬂares might have played a role
in exterminating many of the large species on Earth, including dinosaurs. Having said that
prebiotic synthesis studies have shown lightning to be a decisive requirement for amino acid
synthesis on the primordial Earth. Increased lightning activity could be attributed to space
weather, and ﬂares.
This thesis studies ﬂares in two ways: in the spectral and the spatial domain. We have
extracted solar spectra using three diﬀerent instruments, namely GOES (Geostationary Op-
erational Environmental Satellite), RHESSI (Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic
Imager) and XSM (X-ray Solar Monitor) for the same ﬂares. The GOES spectra are low res-
olution obtained with a gas proportional counter, the RHESSI spectra are higher resolution
obtained with Germanium detectors and the XSM spectra are very high resolution observed
with a silicon detector. It turns out that the detector technology and response inﬂuence the
spectra we see substantially, and are important to understanding what conclusions to draw
from the data. With imaging data, there was not such a luxury of choice available. We used
RHESSI imaging data to observe the spatial size of solar ﬂares.
In the present work the focus was primarily on current solar ﬂares. However, we did make
use of our improved understanding of solar ﬂares to observe young suns in NGC 2547. The
same techniques used with solar monitors were applied with XMM-Newton, a stellar X-ray
monitor, and coupled with ground based Hα observations these techniques yielded estimates
for ﬂare parameters in young suns.
The material in this thesis is therefore structured from technology to application, covering
the full processing path from raw data and detector responses to concrete physical parameter
results, such as the ﬁrst measurement of the length of plasma ﬂare loops in young suns.
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1 Introduction
Our present knowledge of the physics of stellar ﬂares is largely based on studies of the Sun, the
only star we can really observe in detail. Over time, solar physics can be seen as an evolution
over three phases using progressively more developed observing tools and strategies. The
ﬁrst phase of naked-eye observations that dates back over several thousands of years has
been mainly concerned with observations and reports of solar eclipses and the role of Sun in
celestial mechanics. The ﬁrst observations of solar ﬂares were conducted almost 150 years
ago, marking the end of this ﬁrst phase.
The second phase lasted for about a century between 1850 and 1950 and featured the use of
dedicated ground based solar telescopes, spectrometers, coronagraphs and radio telescopes.
During the second phase more quantitative measurements were developed of the solar and
coronal phenomena, and coronal physics began to be explained more quantitatively in terms
of basic geometrical and physical parameters.
The Space Age began the third phase that started around 1950. Over the last 60 years space
agencies have launched dedicated solar science instruments with spacecraft that explore the
Sun in all wavelengths and avoid atmospheric limitations. As the corona is mainly visible in
X-rays that are eﬀectively attenuated by the atmosphere, the Space Age opened the details
involved with the solar corona for a whole new ﬁeld of science, which uses multi-wavelength
high resolution images and spectral analysis obtained with space instruments to explain the
coronal phenomena in terms of precise physical quantities.
Individual ﬂares are wildly diﬀerent. Flare surveys are a good statistical and robust way to
study physical trends of ﬂares. They should not be used to exactly conﬁrm that a given ﬂare
corresponding to certain observed data will have certain physical parameters like a direct
measurement of the ﬂare and the parameter itself would. However, it is reasonable to assume
that ceteris paribus an average ﬂare observation will correspond to an actual physical ﬂare
predicted by survey trends on average. While accepting this limitation, the goal of this thesis
was to measure the ﬂare loop size in a young sun.
As we cannot see the details of the coronae of other stars than the Sun, we have to rely
on their similarity and develop their models based on solar imaging data. In practice this
means developing relations in the Sun between variables that can be observed in stars and
the variables we cannot observe directly but want to observe. This is precisely what has been
done in this thesis with regard to the space borne solar imaging observations and X-ray and
Hα observations of young suns in the NGC 2547. The relation between the Hα duration and
the spatial size of a ﬂare loop provides the ﬁrst known estimate of ﬂare loop size for a star
that appears to be a young solar twin or a young solar analogue candidate.
Solar stellar connection utilises the fact that the Sun is a star. With the recent technological
developments, we are in possession of both dedicated solar space instruments that see coronal
details, and stellar space instruments that are capable of observing stars that resemble the
Sun. This combined with sophistication and economies of scale in ground based observations
will see stellar and solar coronal physics merge from two distinct ﬁelds into ”coronal physics”-
proper, and I forecast that this will be the deﬁning feature of the fourth phase of evolution
in solar and stellar physics. This is also what my thesis is all about.
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1.1 On the contents
Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to solar and stellar coronal physics. The idea is here to
place the scientiﬁc work of this thesis in a broader context.
Chapter 3 brieﬂy describes the diﬀerent calibrations used in this paper. The solar ﬂare survey
observations are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 then applies the solar ﬂare survey results
to stellar targets, namely young suns.
Chapter 6 gives a brief summary of the papers included in this thesis. Chapter 7 presents
concluding remarks, and ﬁnally ideas for future work are discussed in Chapter 8.
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2 Introduction to stellar and solar coronal astronomy
When we look at the Sun with our eyes we see optical radiation that is emitted at the surface
of the star, in the so-called photosphere. The optical radiation in the corona above the
photosphere is far less intense by many orders of magnitude and can only be seen when the
solar surface is occulted, for example during a solar eclipse. The ancient cultures of Babylon,
India and China have reports of eclipse observations. Guillermier and Koutchmy (1999)
mention Chinese solar eclipse observations as early as 2800 BC, the failure by Chinese royal
astrologers Hsi and Ho at 2000 BC to predict an eclipse and the successful eclipse prediction
by the Greek philosopher Thales in 585 BC. Later Venus transit eclipse observations took
James Cook to Tahiti in 1769, providing the spin-oﬀ discoveries of the Kingdom of Hawaii
and the rest of the Paciﬁc as a by-product. The most famous solar eclipse observation is
of course Sir Arthur Eddington’s 1919 observation in Sobral, Brasil that proved Einstein’s
theory of relativity.
The solar eclipse and the corona it reveals has been the focus of the most famous scientists of
our time, and in fact any time. The 1842 eclipse was observed by Airy, Arago, Baily, Littrow
and Struve. Nordic countries came into this international pursuit most notably in 1851,
when professional photographer Berkowski produced a daguerrotype of prominences and the
inner corona. Visual and spectroscopic prominence loops were carried out by Pietro Angelo
Settchi of Italy and Charles Augustus Young of Princeton University during the 19th century.
Helium was discovered in the solar corona by Jules Janssen in 1868. The ﬁrst coronal lines
were observed with a spectroheliograph constructed by George Ellery Hale in 1892.
The greatest practical invention was the coronagraph by Bernard Lyot at the Pic-du-Midi
Observatory in 1930. The coronagraph is an instrument that artiﬁcially occulted the solar
disk, and therefore omitted the need to chase eclipses for coronal observations, as the coronal
observations were now observable all the time. In 1942 Edlen identiﬁed the forbidden lines
of highly ionized atoms and established the million degree temperature of the corona. As
the photosphere is only 5762 K, the discrepancy between the coronal temperature and the
photosphere has been dubbed the coronal heating problem, one of the greatest unsolved
problems of modern physics. As the reader will see later on, I have given my fair shot at
explaining the coronal heating problem, and it has been ’stone walled’ as an alternative, but
any outright inconsistency in my alternative remains to be shown.
Solar ﬂare astronomy can be regarded as a mature ﬁeld of roughly 150 years of age. To put
this into perspective, our Sun is about 4.6 billion years old. Richard C. Carrington made
the ﬁrst ﬂare observations in 1859, and we have thus observed solar ﬂares for 10−8 part of
its age. Solar ﬂare astronomy did not evolve much before the invention of space ﬂight, due
to the fact that the corona is mainly visible in the far ultraviolet and X-rays that are not
transparent through the atmosphere.
Since space ﬂight, however, the pace has been phenomenal, in the beginning largely thanks to
the US military and the US space enterprise that evolved to NASA. The United States Navy
ﬂew the ﬁrst Areobee rockets in 1946 to 1952 to record spectrograms in EUV wavelengths.
Similarly the ﬁrst X-ray photograph of the Sun was obtained by Friedman in 1960 using
Areobee rockets. The rocket ﬂights allow observation for a couple of minutes, and thus
the next breakthrough came in the form of satellites that allowed continuous observations
from Earth orbit. The Orbiting Solar Observatories or OSO’s from OSO-1 to OSO-8 were
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deployed between 1962-1975, equipped with non-imaging EUV, soft X-ray and hard X-ray
spectrometers and spectroheliographs.
Modern coronal physics began with the introduction of Skylab in 1973-1974, which was
the ﬁrst observatory to deploy the whole arsenal of instruments on the Sun. Skylab took
over 32,000 photographs, and featured a white light coronagraph, two grazing incidence
spectroheliometers, and a UV spectrograph. The ﬁrst dedicated solar space mission that
operated a full solar cycle was the Solar Maximum Mission between 1980-1989. In addition
to an improved version of the Skylab instrument assortment, SMM carried a gamma-ray
spectrometer and an Active Cavity Irradiance Monitor (ACRIM) in ultraviolet and infrared
wavelengths, further expanding the breadth of multi-wavelength observations. The Japanese
Hinotori mission was ﬂown between 1981 to 1982 and had a similar instrumentation.
It was only last decade that the ﬁrst major European and Japanese space projects got started
in solar physics. Yohkoh (Ogawara et al. 1991) provided the ﬁrst observations of the topology
of magnetic ﬁeld reconﬁgurations in the corona and magnetic reconnection processes in ﬂares,
underlying much of the physics of ﬂares that is used in this thesis. The European/US SoHO
mission is an improved version building on the success of Yohkoh with a greater instrument
diversity, including three instruments for helioseismology. In 1998 the imaging resolution was
improved to a resolution of 1” by TRACE (Handy et al. 1998). Finally in 2002 RHESSI
(Lin et al. 2002) was launched and shortly followed by our instrument XSM of SMART-1
(Huovelin et al. 2003) in 2003, all solar instruments that feature in this thesis. Two other
solar missions STEREO (2006) and Hinode (Solar-B) (2006) have also launched, and also
another Moon mission Chandrayaan-1 including our second XSM instrument in 2008, but
this thesis is focused on experimental work conducted with the earlier instruments before
them.
Stellar coronal astronomy began with the identiﬁcation of soft X-rays from Capella by Catura
et al. (1975) using a rocket ﬂight. Soon after both Capella and Sirius were detected as X-
ray sources by the ANS satellite (Mewe et al. 1975). A few years later HEAO-1 satellite
(Walter et al. 1978) followed to detect RS CVn-type binaries active in soft X-rays. The
Einstein satellite in 1978 was the ﬁrst imaging X-ray observatory. The Compton Gamma-ray
observatory was deployed in 1991, and was intended to study astrophysical objects but it
ended recording more photons from solar ﬂares than objects in the rest of the Universe. Now
XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001) and Chandra launched in 1999 are the tools of present
stellar coronal astronomy. We know quite a bit about stellar coronae as evidenced by Favata
and Micela (2003), but even at best stellar coronal astronomy can be described as a nascent
still emerging ﬁeld of astronomical research in comparison to solar physics.
With regard to understanding instruments, the thrust of this thesis is to cross-calibrate the
X-ray solar monitor instruments with concurrent events in an actual use situation in space.
The thesis then sets a further objective to develop an understanding of the diﬀerences found.
As it is notable that most of the expertise in X-ray solar instrument work has been focused
in NASA and the Goddard Space Flight Center in particular, the author brings about some
debate on detector response calibrations that may have repercussions on how instruments
are calibrated in ﬂight across diﬀerent technologies. Within the bounds of reasonable trust
to the proper operation of the instruments, we aimed to produce new scaling laws of ﬂare
parameters with solar ﬂare surveys. Furthermore, this thesis aims at measuring the spatial
size of the ﬂare coronal source on a young sun with the developed scaling laws.
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As said, we know that solar ﬂares could be an important factor in the evolution of the solar
system. This thesis therefore attempts to paint an evolutionary picture of solar ﬂares based
on existing solar observations, original observations of young suns at the beginning of the
main sequence and stellar ﬂares. The primary practical application will be on deriving the
sizes of solar ﬂare plasma loops when the Sun was young, based on the ﬂare survey and X-ray
emission models. As man’s persistent quest to understand the solar corona has led him to
map half of the world at its time, and has helped to prove the physical laws of relativity, it
is reasonable to ask what will we stumble on next? This thesis will also brieﬂy discuss the
implications of the obtained results to coronal heating, particle acceleration and transport in
the heliosphere.
2.1 History of spaceborne cross-calibrations
Spaceborne instrument cross-calibration is not a very old practical event with a long history.
In fact, most of the space borne cross-calibrations date from the past 20 years. As most
of the activity is very recent, it is not meaningful to subdivide the calibrations according
to time period, rather we categorise them by the energy and the type of calibration. The
cross-calibrations of this thesis involved calibrations between diﬀerent X-ray instruments on
diﬀerent spacecraft. Therefore, data cross-calibrations and standard candle calibrations bear
the least resemblance to the work of this thesis and we only mention a few examples, such as
Maiz-Apellaniz (2005) who has cross-calibrated Tycho-2, Hog et al. (2000), photometry from
ESA’s Hipparcos and Hubble Space Telescope Spectrophotometry (Turnshek 1990). In the case
of cross-calibration with a standard candle (i.e. a natural constant radiation source), such
as the Crab Nebula, the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysical Laboratory (INTEGRAL)
(Winkler et al. 2003) calibration by Lubinski et al. (2004) is worth mentioning.
Occasionally one also sees the cross-calibration of diﬀerent instruments on the same mission,
as is the case for XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001) by Kirsch et al. (2004). This bears more
relevance to this thesis, as XMM-Newton was one of the stellar X-ray coronal probes used
in this thesis. XMM-Newton multi-target / MOS/pn/RGS multi-instrument calibration for
AGNs detected MOS (Metal Oxide semiconductor) ﬂuxes lower by 10-15 % and RGS (Re-
ﬂection Grating Spectrometer) ﬂuxes lower by 20-30 % in comparison to the pn unobstructed
camera below 0.7 keV. For SNRs the MOS ﬂuxes were lower than pn by 15-20 % (0.35-0.7
keV) and RGS ﬂuxes were lower by 15-20 % (0.35-1.84 keV). For Neutron Stars MOS and
RGS ﬂuxes diﬀered by 20 % from pn. Quite clearly, intramission discrepancies of 30 % are
not unusual.
Perhaps the most relevant cross-calibrations to this thesis were those with recent, but older
solar instruments, as they observed at solar X-ray energies with independent instruments.
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) described by Domingo et al. (1995) was cross-
calibrated with respect to its diﬀerent instruments when Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer
(CDS) and Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) were intercali-
brated in Pauluhn et al. (2002). In the He I line at 58.4 nm CDS measures 30 % higher
radiance values than SUMER and in the 77.0 nm line CDS-GIS-4 (Grazing Incidence Spec-
trometer) measures 2.6 times higher radiances than SUMER.
Similarly, for the solar instrument Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) and CDS-NIS
onboard SoHO a sophisticated cross-calibration was recently done with Transition Region and
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Coronal Explorer (TRACE) (Handy et al. 1999), by Brooks and Warren (2006). In this cross-
calibration the diﬀerent 171 A˚, 195 A˚, 284 A˚ and 304 A˚ channel ﬂuxes were compared with
predicted count rates generated from a DEM (Diﬀerential Emission Measure) distribution
derived from CDS spectral line intensities. The DEM was convolved with EIT and TRACE
temperature response functions, which were calculated with the latest atomic data from the
CHIANTI database Dere et al. (1997) and Landi et al. (2006) to predict count rates in
their observing channels. 171 A˚ and 195 A˚ channels agree quite well, to within 25 %, but
284 A˚ and 304 A˚ channels show 2-5 fold discrepancies.
While not as relevant to solar instrument calibration work per se the work done with mi-
crowave instruments is useful for comparing the actual physical results across diﬀerent tech-
nologies (i.e. semiconductor diode wrt. antenna-coupled heterodyne receivers and bolome-
ters). Furthermore the detector response simulation results of this thesis are best comparable
to microwave work, as this is the ﬁeld where calibration activity has been at the highest level.
Stepnik et al. (2003) presents a cross-calibration where PROgramme National d’AstrOnomie
Submillimetrique (PRONAOS) (Serra et al. 2002), a stratospheric balloon-borne submillime-
tre instrument was cross-calibrated with the ISOPHOT photo-polarimeter of Lemke et al.
(1996) onboard ESA’s Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) (Kessler et al. 1996) and Diﬀuse In-
frared Background Experiment DIRBE onboard NASA’s Cosmic Background Explorer COBE
described for example in Boggess et al. (1992).
In ﬂux inter-calibration, the three microwave/CMB (Cosmic Microwave Background) instru-
ments diﬀered by 5-30 %. The DIRBE photometer and PRONAOS diﬀered by approximately
5 %. DIRBE-FIRAS (Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer) overlap calibration in Fixsen
et al. (1997) conﬁrmed the intramission consistency of the calibration. The detector and its
response are subject to degradation in space, and this alters the energy scale of the detector
with time. In order to address this, some instruments have also used both on-board calibra-
tion sources and standard candles together to redeﬁne detector responses in-ﬂight. In the
FIRAS calibration of Mather et al. (1999) an external blackbody XCAL was moved into the
microwave horn on command. 3 out of 10 thermometers were discovered to drift 6 mK, and
a frequency scale drift of 0.3 % was detected from interstellar ionized carbon at 157.7 μm.
PRONAOS response variation during ﬂight was less than 6 %.
The current thesis presents two sets of solar X-ray cross-calibrations, a model-independent
calibration and a Mewe model (Mewe et al. 1985) dependent one. The Mewe model was
chosen over the CHIANTI because the Mewe model was provided in all data analysis software
systems of all instruments used in this thesis. As for the instruments Small Missions for
Advanced Research and Technology (SMART-1) (Foing et al. 2003) carried our instrument
XSM. It was launched on 27 September 2003, and X-ray Solar Monitor (XSM) by Huovelin
et al. (2002) is the only instrument on SMART-1 for direct observations of the Sun. Reuven
Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) by Lin et al. (2002) is a NASA
mission launched in 2002 designed to investigate particle acceleration and energy release in
solar ﬂares. It was the imaging instrument of choice for the author. Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES) (Thomas et al. 1985) is a constellation of weather satellites,
where each GOES satellite carries also a solar X-ray sensor. The XSM spectral range overlaps
with GOES and RHESSI. Concurrent events have been observed and one of the objectives
of this thesis was to cross-calibrate the instruments with these events. A further objective of
this thesis was to develop an understanding of the diﬀerences found.
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As an added bonus, the author wanted to present the eﬀect of in-ﬂight drift of the detector
energy scale in this thesis. This was appealing because the special case of inter-mission inter-
instrument cross-calibration when the instruments are technically nearly twins to each other
was at my reach. The eﬀect of creep is best compared with the experiences of microwave
detectors, as said before and discussed in Section 8.
2.2 Current status of ﬂare surveys
Most of the contemporary science done on solar ﬂares is targeted towards phenomenology of
individual events which are known to be wildly diﬀerent. With an analogy to ocean waves,
the current science focuses now more on the individual analysis of interesting once observed
waves, as opposed to the general wave dynamics of the ocean. As a personal opinion, the
author does not believe that the phenomenological studies are necessarily a way to get traction
on our understanding of the corona. Merely because a special feature in a ﬂare was observed,
is hardly important news on its novelty alone. Flare surveys in this thesis were motivated
to address this deﬁciency, and therefore take a statistical trend approach. Perhaps the most
classic statistical trend approach to ﬂares is the RTV scaling law
Tmax ∝ (pL)1/3 (1)
by Rosner et al. (1978), relating length of coronal loops to the peak plasma pressure and
temperature under quasi-static conditions, and loop length’s smaller than the pressure scale
height of the plasma.
There are many interesting features that statistical surveys have revealed on the general
dynamics of ﬂares. One crucial question asked in the ﬁeld is how do ﬂares of bigger ﬂux diﬀer
from smaller ones? Feldman et al. (1995) and Feldman et al. (1996) surveyed hundreds of
ﬂares with GOES (Thomas et al. 1985) and Yohkoh (Ogawara et al. 1991) and reported an
increase of temperature T with the ﬂare soft X-ray emission FG in the 1.55 – 12.40 keV band.
Feldman et al. (1996) reported the relation
FG(T ) = 3.5 · 100.185T−9.0 (2)
with T in units of MK and FG in units of Wm
−2.
Battaglia et al. (2005) very recently redeﬁned this relation considerably to
FG(T ) = 3.5 · 100.33T−12.0 (3)
with 85 recent ﬂares observed by RHESSI (Lin et al. 2002). Flares were randomly chosen
to represent diﬀerent GOES classes, between B1 and M6 with a relatively equal weighting
per GOES class. It should be further observed that if a power-law FG ∝ T p is approximated
in the temperature range of 10-20 MK, then p is roughly 6 for Feldman et al. (1996) and
roughly 10 for Battaglia et al. (2005). These investigations inevitably led to the simple and
important observation that large ﬂares are hotter, when size is understood as the ﬂux or the
emission measure. Quite clearly the simplest ﬂare scenario of assuming small ﬂares as scaled
down versions of big ﬂares is an oversimpliﬁcation in light of these relations.
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The simple ﬂare scenario comes also under attack by the so-called ‘Big Flare Syndrome’
of Kahler (1982), which states that there is a statistical correlation between the solar ﬂare
energy release and the number of diﬀerent physical processes that manifest themselves (e.g.
non-thermal photon ﬂux) in big ﬂares.
Surveys of ﬂares have also been useful in discovering scaling laws between ﬂare characteristics.
For example Aschwanden (1999) established empirical scaling laws for ﬂare variables and used
them to estimate the nano- and picoﬂare contribution to the coronal heating, deducing also
a minimum size for a ﬂare. These empirical scaling laws can be applied using Euclidian
volume scaling. Fractal volume scaling assuming RTV scaling law of Rosner et al. (1978)
was demonstrated by Aschwanden and Parnell (2002) and Aschwanden et al. (2008b).
This thesis aims to measure the spatial size of the ﬂare coronal source. Schmahl and Hurford
(2002) used RHESSI to measure the source size scales in arcseconds and morphology of
about 40 HXR (Hard X-Ray, 12 – 25 keV) ﬂares. They selected simple, steady, and strong
events, and discovered point-like sources some of which were surrounded by a halo structure.
The imaging algorithm used was the CLEAN algorithm of Hurford et al. (2002). Both the
CLEAN and PIXON of Metcalf et al. (1996) algorithms allow imaging to an accuracy of less
than 10% in the band of 3.1 – 24.8 keV band used in this thesis, as certiﬁed by Aschwanden
et al. (2004).
One of the objectives was to use RHESSI to measure the spatial source size scales for the 85
ﬂares observed by Battaglia et al. (2005). The primary question that the thesis set to solve
was
1. What is the best imaging method for volume measurement in 3.1 – 24.8 keV energies?
The auxiliary questions that the thesis set to solve were:
2. How do the independent variables of V, volume, and N, electron density, and T, temper-
ature vary with each other, and how does total emission measure TEM vary with T?
3. How does TEM vary with GOES X-ray ﬂux FGH (3.1 – 24.8 keV band), and how do
RHESSI and GOES TEM s compare?
4. How does non-thermal photon ﬂux at 35 keV (F35) vary with TEM and thermal energy
ETh = 3NkBTV of the ﬂare?
This thesis deduced that despite its deﬁciencies, the CLEAN method was the best. However,
care must be taken in interpreting the ﬁgures, and the interpretation process is susceptible
to selection eﬀects. However, it is the best that we can do at present.
2.3 Application of solar ﬂare observations to deduce ﬂare param-
eters in young suns
Flare like events similar to those observed on the Sun occur on stars with an outer convective
zone, giving rise to a magnetic dynamo and formation of corona. Consequently, many of the
ways to analyse stellar ﬂares have proceeded by analogy to the characteristics of solar ﬂares.
This is exactly what we will do in this thesis as well.
In the widely accepted magnetic ﬁeld reconnection model, Sturrock & Coppi (1965), the
reconnected ﬁeld lines form ﬂare loops and hot plasma is evaporated from the chromosphere
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to ﬁll the loops. After the impulsive phase when brightening takes place primarily in the
X-ray band, hot post ﬂare loops are observed in X-ray, EUV and Hα regimes. These ﬂare
loops of 107 K temperature are seen in soft X-rays immediately after the reconnection, then
in the 106 K coronal emission lines and later still in Hα at 104 K as the loops cool down. In
this thesis we will use the diﬀerent ends of the spectrum, namely X-ray and Hα observations.
Loop cooling times have been measured for several ﬂares on the Sun, for example Kamio et
al. (2003) measured the cooling times of 9 and 38 minutes between the start of the soft X-ray
emission decrease and the end of the Hα emission decrease for the loops in X9.2 2 November
1992 ﬂare (GOES class scale), Thomas et al. (1985).
The analysis of the decay of ﬂares is a classical tool to derive the size of the ﬂaring struc-
ture, and thus by interference other quantities such as the plasma density and the conﬁning
magnetic ﬁeld (Culhane et al. 1970). The physical details of ﬂaring coronal activity are
scientiﬁcally of fundamental importance, as we ask: what was the corona like when the Sun
was young? The decay is no longer an important tool for investigating current solar ﬂares,
as imaging has improved, but it is the best way to decipher the parameters of stellar ﬂares
that cannot be imaged.
The two ﬂare cooling processes that determine the decay time of the ﬂare are thermal con-
duction downward to the chromosphere and radiation, each with its characteristic 1/e decay
time:
τcond  3nkT
κT 7/2/L2
, (4)
τrad  3nkT
n2P(T )
(5)
where n is the plasma density, κ is the thermal conductivity, and P(T) is the plasma emissivity
per unit emission measure, T is the temperature, L the loop semilength, τ the 1/e decay
time and k the Boltzmann’s constant. Both decay times depend on the loop’s length: τcond
explicitly through L2, τrad implicitly through the density dependence. The eﬀective cooling
time of the loop is the combination of the two,
1
τth
 1
τcond
+
1
τrad
. (6)
Generally, Serio et al. (1991) showed that the decay time of a ﬂaring loop starting from
equilibrium and decaying freely is linearly related to its semilength,
L =
tX−ray
√
T
3.7 · 10−4 → L9 ∼
tX−ray
√
T7
120
, (7)
where L is in centimeters, T in K, L9 is in units of 10
9 cm, tX−ray is the 1/e decay time in
seconds, and T7 is the peak temperature of the plasma in the ﬂaring loop in units of 10
7 K.
The aforementioned method assumed no heating of the ﬂare during the decay.
Several ﬂare loop cooling times have been measured by the 1/e decay time in X-rays (tX−ray).
Recently Favata et al. (2005) observed the Young Stellar Objects (YSO) in the Orion Nebula
Cluster (ONC) and deduced semilengths up to  1012cm >> R∗ (stellar radius), not found
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on older stars. Loops of this size could connect the photosphere with the protoplanetary
accretion disk. Favata et al. (2000) also observed an extreme X-ray ﬂare on EV Lac by
ASCA, and deduced L  1010cm  0.5− 2R∗. EV Lac is a dM3.5e dwarf star, and produces
ﬂares orders of magnitude larger than the Sun. On the other hand, Doyle et al. (1988) and
Stepanov et al. (1995) deduced smaller loop heights of L  109cm for G1 644 AB of spectral
type dM 3.5E and UV Ceti (M6.0e), respectively.
Loop size determinations have thus been done on the more active stars and dwarfs, but there
is a notable deﬁciency in understanding the coronal structures on young solar type stars, and
especially young solar twins. By a solar type star we mean a star as deﬁned by Jeﬀries et
al. (2000), which has intrinsic B-V colour of 0.51 – 1.08. By a solar analog we mean a star
with an intrinsic B-V colour of 0.59 – 0.69 as deﬁned by Cayrel de Strobel (1996). By a solar
twin we mean the few stars that should be nearly indistinguishable from the Sun as near as
we can tell.
It is important to note that some unclarity prevails over the exact B-V index of the Sun as
evidenced by Figure 4 of Cayrel de Strobel (1996). According to the same paper the initial Sun
was cooler and brighter, by 166 K and 0.42 mag, respectively. By using the approximation of
Reed (1998) and the aforementioned temperature diﬀerence we end up with a shift ofB−V
= 0.05 between the initial Sun and current Sun. Here we assume that our Sun has a B-V
index of roughly 0.65, and the initial ZAMS (Zero Age Main Sequence) Sun had a B-V index
of roughly 0.60. The star RX72 (B-V=0.62) in NGC 2547 observed in this thesis
could thus be a young solar twin.
As said before, the CLEAN algorithm was selected as the best imaging method over the
ﬂare survey. The CLEAN algorithm adapted to RHESSI postulates that the observed map
is a convolution of a set of point sources with the instrument Point Spread Function (PSF).
However, it is often satisfactory for extended sources as well. The CLEAN map represents
the sum of the CLEAN components, convolved with the PSF, plus the ﬁnal residual map.
We used the ﬂare survey sample of Battaglia et al. (2005) to image the volumes of 64 ﬂares,
and correlated the spatial size of the ﬂare to various plasma parameters such as N (electron
density), T (Temperature), TEM (Total Emission Measure), GOES X-ray ﬂuxes (0.5 – 4 A˚)
and (1 – 8 A˚) and nonthermal photon ﬂux at 35 keV. Some of these ﬂares along with new
additions of X class ﬂares are used to derive the indicator relation between tHα and L9 in this
thesis and provide an interesting application to the ﬂare survey.
As to choosing a good stellar target we note that for coronal studies, a suitable comparison
star for ﬂare loop semilength measurement should be a solar-type star that would exhibit
ﬂaring frequently. Young solar type stars, for example AB Dor, ﬂare 15 % of the time (Vilhu
et al. (1998)).
NGC 2547 is a good target as it contains 24 young solar type stars. Solar type stars are
not as active as YSOs, and thus long exposure times are needed with X-ray telescopes. In
Jeﬀries et al. (2006) a number of X-ray ﬂares were detected from NGC 2547 stars. The study
discovered seven ﬂares in the energy range 0.3 – 3 keV with an aggregate observation period
of 49.4 kiloseconds (ks), and reported a ﬂare rate of one ﬂare every 350 ks for solar type stars.
Gagne et al. (1995) had observed the ﬂare rate of the Pleiades with ROSAT, and based on
the observations of Gagne et al. (1995), Jeﬀries et al. (2006) independently deduced that a
ﬂare rate of one ﬂare every 660 ks per star was observed. This ﬂare rate is comparable to
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Figure 1: A timeline of schematic cartoons of solar ﬂare loops is shown from the YSO scenario
to the current Sun from left to right. Solar ﬂare loops get shorter and fatter with age like us,
but the scale in which this happens varies by several orders of magnitude. From left to right
the YSO, young sun and the current Sun drawn with a typical ﬂare loop with some artistic
freedom, i.e. the ﬁgure is not to exact scale. The younger suns rotate faster, i.e. have a
higher Ω and have hotter ﬂare loop temperatures T, (Paper VI).
the detected ﬂare rate of NGC 2547. Similarly, the equivalent ﬂare rate of ONC stars with
mass equal to 0.9 – 1.2 M⊙ in Wolk et al. (2005) is one ﬂare every 650 ks per star. NGC
2547 provided the young suns for the stellar tests in this thesis.
As to pure X-ray studies that stand as the only available size determination in the art prior
to this thesis, XMM-Newton was used in Reale et al. (2004) to measure ﬂare loop sizes on
Proxima Centauri, which is a red dwarf just 1.29 pc away. There a loop semilength of L
∼ 1010 cm was derived. XMM-Newton was also used by Pillitteri et al. (2005) to measure
similar ﬂare loop semilengths for two dwarf stars in Blanco 1, which is a young open cluster
269 pc away.
Further, Maggio et al. (2000) observed AB Dor with BeppoSAX, and derived ﬂare loop
semilengths of L = (3.5± 1.3) · 1010 cm and L = (4.9± 1.8) · 1010 cm, which are smaller than
but comparable with stellar radius by using the loop semilength determination method of
Reale et al. (1997). The colour index B–V of AB Dor is 0.82–0.85 (Kuerster et al. 1994), but
Maggio et al. (2000) assumed B–V =0.80 because the observation was done at the maximum
light, when AB Dor could be considered the least spotted.
As the primary application of all our development work, this thesis presents the ﬁrst multi-
wavelength (X-ray, Hα) spatial size observations of ﬂare plasma loops on young suns, which
are the most similar targets to our Sun observed thus far. We went on to deduce the ﬁrst
semi loop length of a young solar analog: ∼ 1010 cm.
The obtained result should be introduced into some general context. As said, Favata et
al. (2005) observed YSO’s in the Orion Nebula Cluster and deduced ﬂare loop semilengths
substantially greater than the radius of the star L ≈ 1012 cm >> R∗. Loops of this size
might be large enough to connect the photosphere with the protoplanetary accretion disc.
Figure 1 shows the scenario envisioned in Favata et al. (2005) with some artistic freedom on
the left. The middle drawing in Figure 1 depicts the situation in a young sun 10-40 Myr of
age. Independent observations by Maggio et al. (2000), and the author (Paper V, VI) have
explored this window to the Sun as it was 4.6 billion years ago. The plot on the right shows
the current Sun in Figure 1.
In most of these investigations ﬂare volumes were similar to Sun now. This implies compar-
atively higher and thinner loops, as has been expressed in the drawings of Figure 1.
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3 Solar X-ray detector calibrations
3.1 XSM ground and inﬂight calibrations
XSM itself has been calibrated on the ground. Laboratory calibrations of XSM are explained
in Paper I, and the radiation hardness of XSM and the inﬂight degradation due to space
radiation have been studied by Laukkanen et al. (2005). Before being launched, one must
know about the spectrometer: How does the spectral response of the semiconductor evolve
with the conditions in space over time, i.e. how does the degradation by particles and
radiation aﬀect the detector response. Spectral resolution of the detector is aﬀected by space
radiation due to the increase of noise in the signal, which increases the uncertainty of the
energy measurement and broadens the spectral lines. This is due to increase of leakage
current in the diode.
XSM is equipped with an inﬂight spectral calibration source attached to the inner surface of
a tungsten shutter. The calibration source consists of 55Fe that is coated with a 5 μm Ti foil
and produces emission lines at 4.508 keV Ti Kα and 4.932 keV Ti Kβ and 5.895 keV Mn Kα
and 6.492 keV Mn Kα. The inﬂight calibration process is also explained in Paper I.
3.2 The spaceborne cross-calibrations
3.2.1 XSM and GOES model-independent calibrations
We ﬁrstly deduce the ﬂuxes in physical units W m−2. The XSM ﬂux FXSM was derived from
XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) spectral ﬁts that sampled the data best. We used one-minute GOES
data FGOES and 16-second XSM data to derive the ﬂux values listed in Table 1 of Paper II.
We interpolated XSM measurements to match with the GOES measurements in time with
one second accuracy.
Table 1 in paper II provides a comprehensive list of all model-independent XSM-GOES
ﬂux calibrations performed in chronological order. Table 1 in paper II also displays the
XSM/GOES ﬂux ratios and their errors. The ﬂux ratio is between 1.23 and 0.69. The
average ﬂux ratio is 0.94± 0.09.
We visualise the results of the said Table 1 in Figure 2. In Figure 2 the FXSM/FGOES ratio
is plotted as a function of FXSM. There appears to be no signiﬁcant trend in this ratio with
FXSM. If the essentially quiescent interval (6 in Paper II) is omitted, the FXSM/FGOES ratio
is also 0.94± 0.09. It can thus be said that in terms of absolute ﬂuxes the instruments agree
quite well, to within 6%.
3.2.2 XSM and GOES Mewe-model calibrations
In addition to the actual ﬂux calibration we obtained the GOES total emission measures
(TEM), TEMGOES and temperatures (T), TGOES using the Mewe model of Mewe et al. (1985)
with Meyer abundances (Meyer 1985) from the GOES routine in SolarSoft (Freeland and
Handy 1998). The model dependent calibration tells a diﬀerent story about the performance
of the instruments.
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Figure 2: FXSM/FGOES ratios plotted as a function of XSM ﬂux on top left. On top right the
TXSM/TGOES is plotted as a function of XSM ﬂux. On bottom left the TEMXSM/TEMGOES
is plotted as a function of XSM ﬂux. On bottom right FMeweXSM /F
Mewe
GOES is plotted as a function
of XSM ﬂux. Interval 6 of Paper II is the lowest point in top right plot and highest point in
lower-left plot, Paper II.
We ﬁtted the Mewe model to XSM data in XSPEC using the “mekal” algorithm from 2.0
keV towards higher energies to obtain the corresponding TEMXSM, TXSM and F
Mewe
XSM values.
The band between 1.55 – 2.0 keV needs to be extrapolated due to limitations cited in Paper
I. We then compared the Mewe model-generated ﬂuxes FMeweXSM and F
Mewe
GOES, which we obtain
by feeding the GOES routine values from Solarsoft to “mekal” in XSPEC through the XSM
response. TEM and T refer to the Mewe generated values for both instruments in XSM-
GOES calibrations of this paper. Mewe generated ﬂuxes (F) are mentioned explicitly for
both instruments.
Table 2 of paper II presents the GOES and XSM ﬂuxes (FMeweGOES, F
Mewe
XSM ), TEMs (TEMGOES,
TEMXSM) and temperatures (TGOES, TXSM) obtained from the Mewe model with Meyer
abundances. The average FMeweXSM /F
Mewe
GOES ratio is 0.92±0.05, meaning that the GOES response
produces the same ﬂux with the Mewe model in comparison to XSM.
However, when we ask the question of what physical parameters actually constitute this
agreement, the results begin to diverge markedly for the two instruments: the average
TEMXSM/TEMGOES ratio is 1.23±0.08. The XSM temperatures ﬁtted with the Mewe model
are about 50% higher; the average TXSM/TGOES ratio equals 1.47± 0.03.
Furthermore, as we can see from Table 2 of Paper II and Figure 2, interval 6 deviates quite
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Figure 3: The Mewe emission spectra of 15th Jan 2005 ﬂare predicted by GOES (left) and
XSM (right) is plotted as a solid line, XSM data marked by + signs. The event is the largest
ﬂare, interval number 9 of paper II.
far from the general trend in Figure 2. This is because it is essentially a quiescent interval,
nearly absent of ﬂare characteristics. In the quiet state the FMeweXSM /F
Mewe
GOES ratio is 1.30± 0.09,
TXSM/TGOES ratio is 0.60± 0.02 and the TEMXSM/TEMGOES ratio is 8.07± 0.1. The quiet
state is interesting because it is at the low end of the dynamic range.
If the quiescent interval 6 is discounted from the averages to obtain pure “ﬂare-on” values,
the average FMeweXSM /F
Mewe
GOES ratio is 0.88 ± 0.05, the average TXSM/TGOES ratio is 1.56 ± 0.03
and the average TEMXSM/TEMGOES ratio is 0.46 ± 0.08. Thus, this does not explain the
diﬀerence.
Figure 2 shows that the TXSM/TGOES increases as a function of FXSM. As for the bottom
plots, neither FMeweXSM /F
Mewe
GOES or TEMXSM/TEMGOES seem to vary with FXSM.
The explanation is not at the high or low end of the dynamic range, rather it should be
noted that towards the higher energy ﬂares the observed spectrum deviates more from the
Mewe model. In order to visualise the situation, the Mewe models predicted from GOES
and XSM data are plotted against XSM data for interval 9, the biggest ﬂare, in Figure
3. Quite clearly the spectral model could be improved with the addition of a high-energy
component, as neither the model or GOES data sample the high energy counts detected by
XSM adequately. The author believes that this is the biggest diﬀerentiator of results in the
cross- calibrations.
3.2.3 XSM and RHESSI
XSM and RHESSI were cross-calibrated in the 6 – 8 keV band in Figure 4. This is the band
where the sensitivities of the two instruments are most similar (B. Dennis, H. Hudson, private
communication, 7-11 Jun 2005).
The dynamic pre- and postﬂare background was subtracted for RHESSI. The quiescent XSM
background was subtracted for XSM. XSM ﬂuxes were calculated by ﬁtting the vRaymond
(Raymond and Smith 1977) + broken powerlaw model between 5 – 10 keV in XSPEC and
“vth” using the Mewe full model in OSPEX of Solarsoft (Freeland and Handy 1998) was used
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Figure 4: RHESSI and XSM ﬂuxes plotted as a function of time in the 6 – 8 keV band. XSM
ﬂux is the solid line, RHESSI ﬂux is marked by crosses.
to derive RHESSI ﬂuxes. XSM data was also fed into OSPEX, and the two models produced
the same ﬂux results independently in both XSPEC and OSPEX. Therefore any diﬀerences
in software or model methodology are ruled out as sources of discrepancy.
The average ﬂux ratio of XSM ﬂux/RHESSI ﬂux between 6 – 8 keV was 2.63. Similar mea-
surement errors as in the previous section put the ratio at 2.63± 0.23, assuming XSM errors
only. At lower ﬂux levels, the measurements approach each other. The ﬂux ratio is steady
around the average at the beginning of the interval, but varies quite randomly between 0.6
to 10 at the end of the measurement interval.
3.3 Lessons learned from cross-calibrations
When the Mewe model and Meyer abundances were used with both XSM and GOES data,
TXSM was 1.47 ± 0.03 times higher than TGOES. In contrast, FMeweXSM was 0.92 ± 0.05 times
lower than FMeweGOES and TEMXSM was 1.23 ± 0.08 times higher than TEMGOES. We believe
that the likely cause for the discrepancy between XSM and GOES in the Mewe model derived
parameters relates to three factors:
i) The statistics of the data: GOES has only two, whereas XSM has 512 energy channels.
ii) Extrapolation of XSM data between 1.55 – 2.0 keV from a ﬁt between 2.0 – 12.4 keV to
overcome the practical low energy limitations of XSM as explained in Paper I. This is the
least signiﬁcant factor.
iii) The omission of a high-energy spectral component.
The factors i and iii are complementary, and explain by far most of the diﬀerences. As GOES
does not have many high energy readings due to its low resolution, it does not see the high
energy tail. This tail is not expected really by the Mewe model either, and the author is
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nearly convinced that it is due to a non-thermal process. As a general interpretation of the
author, non-thermal manifestations do increase with higher energy ﬂares, in accordance with
Kahler (1992) and the ”Big Flare Syndrome”.
The Mewe model is a thermal line emission + continuum model. Figure 3 clearly shows that
this model is not as appropriate for estimating the ﬂux, T or TEM with bigger ﬂares, as may
the case be with quiescent solar observations or small ﬂares. The Mewe model misses an
important part of the high energy ﬂux, which probably has a non-thermal origin. In order
to improve upon the predictability of model parameters from GOES data it is probably not
enough to update the line emission model only, to say CHIANTI for example, as has been done
in OSPEX. The GOES diﬀerences in temperature and emission measure responses observed
with diﬀerent models of Mewe and CHIANTI in White et al. (2005) are about 25%, and
would suggest that a change in the emission model might compensate for some discrepancies.
Based on the results and their interpretations made here, the calibration should be repeated
with CHIANTI and XSM data in the future. CHIANTI is a recent atomic emission line
database model, which is believed to be superior to the Mewe model.
With regard to the RHESSI-XSM calibration, it should be noted that between 5 – 10 keV the
eﬀective area of RHESSI falls over two orders of magnitude as noted in Smith et al. (2002),
so deﬁning the eﬀective area is diﬃcult. In this same band the XSM eﬀective area varies by
less than 5 % as explained in Huovelin et al. (2002).
In order to put these calibration results into perspective they should be compared with
Brooks and Warren (2006), Stepnik et al. (2003) and Pauluhn et al. (2002), as discussed
earlier in this thesis. Most narrow band calibrations deviate quite a bit, whereas broader
band calibrations are more aligned as explained in paper II of this thesis.
3.4 Energy scale shift
As we have a very complete set of calibrations available for XSM, it makes sense to tinker
with the instrument a bit further. We have learned that the detector and its response are
subject to degradation in space, and this alters the energy scale of the detector with time.
In order to address this, some instruments have also used both on-board calibration sources
and standard candles together to redeﬁne detector responses in-ﬂight.
The detectors of SMART-1 XSM and the Messenger XRS (Gold et al. 2001) shown in Figure
5 are nearly copies of each other, but XRS was launched without an in-ﬂight calibration
source. In paper I a shift of 168 eV (0.9 %) in the energy scale of XSM was detected during
ﬂight with the radioactive calibration lines of the in-ﬂight calibration source. The author
simulated the creep observed in the energy scale of XSM to the data of XRS. The simulation
was performed simply by oﬀ-setting the XRS detector response and the spectrum with the
drift detected in XSM. The light curves of both instruments along with the simulated light
curves are shown in Figure 6. During the cross-calibration interval XSM was at 1AU and
XRS was at its 1st Venus cruise.
A XSM/XRS ﬂux ratio of 2.16 is observed in the 2-5 keV band. A shift of 168 eV (0.9 %) in
the energy scale oﬀset simulated into XRS data introduces an error of 25-35 % to the ﬁnal
XRS ﬂux values.
The in-ﬂight calibration source with a spectrum as shown in Figure 2 of Paper III has all its
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Figure 5: XSM on the left, the X-ray spectrometer (XRS) instrument on the right, (courtesy
of Oxford Instruments Analytical Ltd.)
Figure 6: XSM ﬂux is plotted as the solid line, Messenger XRS ﬂux is plotted with + signs
and the simulated Messenger XRS ﬂux with a ± energy scale oﬀset experienced by XSM is
plotted as 	 signs.
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lines near 5 keV. This calibration source is therefore useful if the shift is linear across the
energy scale. In order to detect non-linear shift, the spectral emission lines of the calibra-
tion source should be more widely distributed into the band of measurement. Laboratory
measurements over a broad spectral range for the semiconductor detectors used for the XSM
instruments (e.g. those included in ground calibrations of the XSM instruments) have shown
that the energy scales for these detectors are linear.
4 Flare surveys
Table 2 in Paper IV displays the event list used in the ﬂare survey of this thesis. In fact, the
event list was identical to the one used in Battaglia et al. (2005). Its selection details and
possible selection eﬀects are described in Battaglia et al. (2005). We used the same events
for a number of reasons: The event list provides a representative sample of ﬂares over a time
period of over two years, over a wide ﬂux range and from diﬀerent active regions. In addition,
these events were well observed by RHESSI and GOES, satisfying the ﬁve criteria of: well
observed start and peak, constant attenuator state for at least 4 minutes at the hard X-ray
peak, low front decimation weights, no attenuation or decimation for B-class ﬂares and no
enhanced ﬂux of charged particles in proximity of peak time. Furthermore the use of same
events allows the most direct comparison with the spectral ﬁttings of Battaglia et al. (2005),
which was useful for sanity check type inspections.
RHESSI has a spectral resolution of 1 keV, relatively good for distinguishing thermal and
non-thermal components, which is important to the accuracy of the temperature T and
emission measure EM measurement. This could be improved further still by using XSM
data. However, XSM data is in such scarce supply that a survey of this size was not possible.
In Battaglia et al. (2005) the ﬂares were ﬁtted with a thermal component and then either a
single unbroken power law or a broken power law to estimate the non-thermal part. Flares 3
and 4 required two thermal components, and the values of the cooler component were chosen.
The peak times in Table 2 of Paper IV are the times of maximum RHESSI emission in the
hardest observable peak, which do not necessarily coincide with the peak GOES emission.
Overall the RHESSI hard X-ray peaks tend to precede the GOES peak by a couple of minutes.
The background subtracted FGH−Bk values were derived using the times given in Table 2 in
paper IV, and the most suitable GOES background was used for the background. This
was diﬀerent from the best available RHESSI imaging background in a number of cases,
because RHESSI did not have complete coverage near the time of every ﬂare for background
subtraction.
The non-thermal ﬂux was measured at a reference energy of 35 keV. Generally speaking,
a high reference energy means that the ﬂux of small ﬂares needs to be extrapolated into a
range where it is not measured, whereas a low reference energy means extrapolating the ﬂux
of large ﬂares into a range where thermal emission might dominate. The choice of 35 keV
used in the present study reﬂects a compromise for this sample base in light of these two
eﬀects.
The CLEAN algorithm failed to produce a proper image in the 3.1 – 24.8 keV band for 14
ﬂares, but was still the best method as said before.
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4.1 Imaging methods
We used CLEAN as the imaging algorithm.
Both the background and the peak images had exposure times of 60 s. The imaging band
was 3.1 – 24.8 keV, i.e. the FGH band.
Quite clearly, the largest ﬂare by GOES class has a greater contour footprint than the smallest
ﬂare, see Figure 7. If one looks closely a ﬂare loop structure is visible for the large one, showing
a loop top structure and foot points. We attempted a number of area measurement methods
during the course of this thesis.
The use of the 50% contour as a threshold for area measurement from the maximum image
photon ﬂux (F50%) gets rid of the undesired sidelobes and noise, and works well without
background subtraction. This method became the imaging method of choice for this thesis.
Figure 7: Flares 1 (largest) and 85 (smallest) imaged with 50% contour, solid line. Dotted
line is the 20% contour and dashed line is the 80% contour. The unit of X- and Y - axes is
arc sec.
The spatial source size was thus determined as follows:
1. The ﬂare itself was imaged at the peak of the ﬂare (Time). The source area A was
determined using the 50% photon ﬂux contour (F50%) of ﬂare image maximum.
2. The area A was scaled to volume as
V = ((4/3)× π)× (A/π)3/2 = 0.752× A3/2. (8)
The area that appeared in the images was typically of circular geometry, hence the scaling
to a spherical volume with r =
√
A/π.
3. The total emission measures TEM and temperatures T were determined in Battaglia et al.
(2005). The total emission measure TEM for a homogeneous plasma with electron density N
is deﬁned as
TEM =
∫ V
0
N 2 dV = N 2V [cm−3]. (9)
We ﬁnally calculated the electron densities from TEM’s by using V.
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4.2 What does the survey tell us about independent ﬂare param-
eters N, V, T?
The independent parameters V, N and T of this study were earlier related by scaling laws in
Aschwanden (1999) and Aschwanden and Parnell (2002). The power-law indices from these
studies and the current study are tabulated in Table 1. Plots are also available in Paper IV.
The independent parameters N, V and T did not correlate against each other at all, as Table
1 and Figure 4 of Paper IV suggest, even though a positive correlation is nearly established in
V ∝ Tα. The individual power-law indices with their 3σ boundaries of error are tabulated in
Table 1. Even in the case of 54 specially selected single source ﬂares, there was no correlation
within the boundaries of error. The ﬁtting assumed equal weighting to all points, and it
is possible that ignoring some outliers and using a diﬀerent weighting the results would
approach those of Aschwanden (1999), Aschwanden and Parnell (2002) and Aschwanden et
al. (2008b).
Table 1: Estimated power-law indices of diﬀerent relations from observed data and volume
scaling. The indices are from the present study, from the Euclidian volume scaling by As-
chwanden (1999), and from the fractal volume scaling by Aschwanden and Parnell (2002)
and Aschwanden et al. (2008b) for the TEM ∝ Tα relation. These power-law indices refer
to the solid, dashed and dotted lines in the plots in Figure 4 of Paper IV, respectively.
Relation Present study Euclidian volume scaling Fractal volume scaling
N ∝ V α −0.04± 0.57 2/3 4/33
V ∝ Tα 0.4± 1.2 3 21/4
N ∝ Tα 0.8± 2.0 2 1/3
TEM ∝ Tα 1.9± 4.1 4 4
Figure 8: On the left FGH−Bk versus TEM RHESSI. On the right TEMGOES versus TEMRHESSI.
The solid ﬁtted lines are as given in Equations (6) and (7). GOES ﬂux errors are approxi-
mately 10%, Paper II.
FGH−Bk vs. TEM RHESSI in the left plot of Figure 8 shows nearly a linear relationship. The
power-law index in Equation (10) should be equal to unity for linearity between instruments
and the coeﬃcient for the GOES response function (Thomas et al. 1985) can be obtained
from
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Figure 9: On the left F35 versus TEM RHESSI. On the right F35 vs. ETh is plotted. The solid
ﬁtted lines are as given in Equations (12) and (13).
FGH−Bk = 4.8 · 10−59 × TEM 0.99±0.20RHESSI . (10)
The TEMRHESSI is systematically smaller than TEMGOES, especially for smaller ﬂares.
TEMGOES = 6.1 · 1034 × TEM 0.28±0.11RHESSI . (11)
The reverse is true for the GOES and RHESSI temperatures as conﬁrmed by Battaglia et
al. (2005). This result from the survey can interestingly be contrasted with the earlier cross-
calibration results of Figure 3, where XSM saw hotter and lower TEM ﬂares in comparison
to GOES. These derived scaling laws are thus as expected from the higher spectral resolution
of RHESSI in comparison to GOES.
The scatter plot of F35 vs. TEM RHESSI on the left of Figure 9 (Figure 6 in Paper IV) quite
clearly shows that more non-thermal ﬂux is associated with higher TEM, as does Equation
(12):
F35 = 2.2 · 10−37 × TEM 0.74±0.33RHESSI . (12)
Right plot of Figure 9 displays F35 vs. ETh, the thermal energy calculated from 3NkBTV ,
and the best ﬁt line is given in Equation (13). This plot clearly shows that larger thermal
ﬂares have also higher non-thermal photon ﬂuxes, in accordance with the aforementioned
‘Big Flare Syndrome’, with F35 considered as one ﬂare manifestation:
F35 = 6.9 · 10−19 ×E0.57±0.23Th . (13)
4.3 Further prospects on solar ﬂare surveys
The development and choices made related to the imaging method are explained in Paper IV.
The selected imaging method assumes a 3-D spherical thermal cloud type geometry which
seems to correspond with the images in this band the best. Most of the images seem to show
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a single source, most likely a loop-top source. We did not try to distinguish Masuda sources
or the cusp from the images, and it is possible that some emission is from these regions.
However, in some ﬂares footpoints emerge also, e.g. ﬂare 1. Needless to say the volume
results would be smaller if ﬁner loop and arcade geometries would have been considered.
The scaling method from area to volume is debatable on its own, but apart from extremely
thin loops or arcades, the choice of this scaling is unlikely to aﬀect the results over several
orders of magnitude. Grouping of ﬂares to single source ﬂares did not impact the results
beyond the error margins. Phillips et al. (2005) reported similar volumes and densities for a
long duration X-class ﬂare on 1992 February 27, where the volumes were estimated from the
main ﬂare-emitting regions in the Yohkoh SXT images.
The ﬂare ﬂuxes and energies cover a range of about three orders of magnitude in the present
study, and 8 orders of magnitude in Aschwanden (1999). In Aschwanden (1999) the corre-
sponding dynamic range for length and T was 1.3 orders of magnitude, resulting in a range
of roughly 3 orders of magnitude for V. In the present study, V extended over 1.3 orders
of magnitude, but our temperature range only included a small fraction of the highest tem-
peratures analysed in Aschwanden (1999). It should be noted that in order to achieve such
a dynamic range Aschwanden (1999) has included not only ﬂares, but also SXR transient
brightenings, nonﬂaring active region loops and EUV brightenings.
The dynamic range of this ﬂare sample was probably too small. No correlations between
independent parameters were found in this study comprising ﬂares only, and it appears that
the large scale scaling laws associated with coronal loops in general did not necessarily hold
within this ﬂares only sample. This eﬀect will be tested with the addition of further X-class
ﬂares in the later survey.
It should also be noted in this context that RHESSI temperatures used here do have a bias
towards the high-temperature tail as explained in Battaglia (2005). This eﬀect is likely to
be even more pronounced with XSM data, due to better sampling of high energy data. This
overall tendency of high T vs. low EM in RHESSI is also on display in Figure 3 of Aschwanden
and Aschwanden (2008).
It is probably also for the aforementioned reasons that our results depart also from those of
Aschwanden and Parnell (2002) and also Aschwanden et al. (2008b), where RTV and fractal
scaling laws are assumed. The ﬂares with visible footpoints, i.e. ﬂares 1, 13, 14, 21, 22, 37,
46, 50, 51 give footpoint distances varied roughly in the range of 1.4 − 4.2 · 107 m, in the
10-30 MK temperature range. When compared to Figure 1 of Aschwanden (1999) where the
footpoint separation is roughly 1 − 10 · 107 m in the same temperature range, we ﬁnd that
in our sample the largest separation distances are missing. We need to add bigger ﬂares as
shall be done later on in this thesis.
The results should be also compared with Feldman et al. (1996) and especially Battaglia et
al. (2005). Flares with larger ﬂux were deemed hotter in these surveys.
Quite clearly, what holds for ﬂux does not necessarily hold for the spatial size of ﬂaring regions
when volume is considered. N, V and T appear to vary very randomly and dynamically at
the peaks of ﬂares, but this may of course change if we increase the dynamic range of the
survey.
This seems counterintuitive, and based on this we will shift our focus from scaling the area
to extracting the diameter of the ﬂaring region, in order to derive a measure of length for the
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Figure 10: Flares 1 (the most powerful) and 12 (larger area) imaged with 50% contour, solid
line. Dotted line is the 20% contour and dashed line is the 80% contour. The unit of X- and
Y - axes is arc sec.
ﬂare loop. We will simply equate the diameter of the ﬂaring region with the semilength of
the ﬂare loop. The area derived spatial size measurement method can be fooled by smaller
ﬂares that leave a large footprint, which does not show a clear coronal loop structure. For
example Flare 12 in Figure 10 had a higher area than Flare 1, the most powerful ﬂare, but
it is arguable whether it shows anything comparable to the ﬂare loop length of 63 arcsec for
ﬂare 1.
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5 Extrapolating solar parameters to stellar: exploring
ﬂares on young suns
Based on the earlier teachings we decided to embark on expanding the survey by larger ﬂares,
and using the diameter of the ﬂaring region as a measure of the ﬂare’s spatial size.
Table 1 of Paper V displays the event list of solar ﬂares used in this survey, and its selection
details and possible selection eﬀects are described in Battaglia et al. (2005) and Paper IV. As
we recognised a signiﬁcant problem in the absence of high energy ﬂares, we complemented
the sample with additional X-class ﬂares. The imaging details and resulting images are
described in Paper IV. Five more X-class ﬂares were added to the sample, and they are
numbered according to their RHESSI catalogue ﬂare number.
The values for the X-class ﬂares were determined similarly as in Paper IV by using the ’vth’
model in the OSPEX software package.
The values for ﬂare loop semilength L and in Table 1 of Paper V were simply deduced from
the images of Figure 1 of Paper V by measuring the longest cross-sectional diameter in the
20% contour or, if the image revealed clear footpoint-looptop structure as in e.g. ﬂare 1, the L
was measured from the apparent loop structure directly. This made signiﬁcantly more sense
than the rough area scaling used before. L9 was obtained from L by converting from arc sec
to cm. Some of the ﬂares had concurrent Hα observations from National Geophysical Data
Center (NGDC). The Hα observations were identiﬁed by the time and the active region code.
tHα is the duration of the ﬂare in Hα according to NGDC observations in units of minutes.
The lack of Hα data limited the use of some of the ﬂares in the sample of Paper IV.
In order to estimate the loop semilength L9 by using tHα as an indicator the form of Equation
(7) is utilised. Figure 11 displays the empirical scaling law presuming the form of Equation
(7), and the best ﬁt line is shown in Equation (14)
L9 = (3.37± 0.34) · 10−4 × tHα[s]×
√
T 7 + (2.47± 0.29) [109cm]. (14)
The data values of the plot are obtained from Table 1 of Paper V. Determining the T7 is
impossible if one only observes the Hα light curve, and therefore it is useful to derive an
empirical scaling law linking tHα as a function of L9. The empirical scaling law is shown in
Figure 11 and given as
L9 = (9.56± 0.95) · 10−4 × tHα[s] + (1.96± 0.33) [109cm]. (15)
These scaling laws provide a way of extrapolating the size of coronal features in distant Sun
like stars. The method is independent of X-rays from the source, as Hα is used as a proxy.
This is a signiﬁcant advantage as we will show in the remaining sections.
5.1 Hα ﬂare observations in NGC 2547
If several young, active stars can be observed simultaneously, the probability of catching
strong ﬂares is higher. The open cluster NGC2547 was a good target for this because it
had more than 100 stars over an area of 25′ in diameter, with many solar-type stars. With
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Figure 11: Flare relations where the left plot shows L9 vs. tHα
√
T7 K and the right plot
shows L9 vs. tHα.
the Wide Field Imager (WFI, Selman & Pompei 2005) on the ESO 2.2 m telescope at La
Silla, Chile we obtained light curves in the Hα ﬁlter for 102 cluster stars simultaneously on
2005 March 3/4 between 00:48:55 – 07:10:52 UT (4.7 hours) and on 2005 March 4/5 between
00:53:07 – 07:04:45 UT (6.2 hours). We used exposure times between 1 and 3 min, which
resulted in signal-to-noise levels of 300–500 for each star, to reach the Hα ﬂare detection
limit.
The dynamical range of the WFI proved adequate for extracting light curves of 47 stars. For
the brightest stars the pixels were saturated, while the faintest stars had a S/N below 300.
We used an observation strategy to extract a maximum number of light curves with time
resolution of 60–180 s for solar-type stars, which meant that the exposure time was optimum
in the magnitude range of V =10–14.
After having obtained the reduced Hα images each of the eight WFI images on eight chips
was processed separately. The same ﬁlters were used for every chip all the time. We used IDL
(Interactive Data Language) and DAOPHOT to pick each star from the image and measure
its light curve during the night.
Of the 102 stars observed, light curves were obtained for 47 stars of which 22 were of solar-
type, their V magnitudes were between 11.5 and 19.
Light curves of all ﬂare star candidates detected in NGC2547 are shown in Figures 3 and
4 of Paper V. The data for solar-type stars (RX16, RX30, RX72 and RX101) in Table 2 of
Paper V, and for non-solar stars (RX4, RX5, RX11 and RX76) are given in Table 3 of Paper
V. The RX refer to the identiﬁers used by Jeﬀries et al. (1998, 2000).
The B–V values were taken from Naylor et al. (2002).
Paper V provides short descriptions of individual stars exhibiting ﬂare-like events. However,
for now the author wishes to draw everyone’s attention to RX72, a star that could be a young
solar twin:
RX72
Its light curve in Figure 12 shows a steady decrease in Hα brightness almost until the end of
the ﬁrst night. At the end of the RX72 light curve there is some Hα variability. We qualify
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Figure 12: The solar-type NGC2547 cluster member RX72 showing Hα variability. The light
curve of RX72 is plotted in the middle by × symbols. The data of the ﬂare star candidates
are listed in Table 2 of Paper V. The light curves of the reference stars are plotted by ‘plus’
and ‘diamond’ symbols. Error bars are plotted for the ﬂare star candidate only.
this as a ﬂare observation for our rate calculations. The tHα is long, at least 14 ks, but we
miss the onset in the data gap.
The observed Hα durations of ﬂares on RX30 and RX72 were interpreted to tHα of ∼ 14 ks,
but both of them could be longer, because our observations have ended when the decays were
still ongoing.
We estimated T7 from the ﬂare temperatures recorded by Jeﬀries et al. (2006). We assume
T7 = 11.59, corresponding to 10 keV, for the ﬂares on RX30 and RX72 that had a decay
time of at least 14 ks. Using these values for tHα and T7, from Equation (14) we obtain
L9 = 1.30± 0.43 · 1010 cm, where the errors are 3σ.
For tHα= 14 ks from Equation (15) we obtain L9 = 1.53 ± 0.49 · 1010 cm, without making
assumptions about the temperature T7. The results of Equations (14) and (15) for L9 are
very close and their error ranges overlap.
These results seem reasonable, but as we are obtaining these values with a new method, it
makes sense to inspect the measurement with an alternative well established X-ray measure-
ment. This will be done in the next section.
5.2 NGC 2547 X-ray observations
Fortunately for us, Jeﬀries et al. (2006) performed the original XMM-Newton observations
between 2-3 April 2002 for 49.4 kiloseconds. The two EPIC-MOS cameras onboard XMM-
Newton and the EPIC-pn were used in full frame mode. Flare X-ray ﬂux curves were obtained
from 28 solar type stars that were observed. The details of the observations are available
from Jeﬀries et al. (2006).
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Figure 13: The pn X-ray ﬂux curve of source No. 3 in the 0.3–3.0 keV band around the ﬂare
event. P1 shows the time interval at the peak for 894s and P2 shows the time interval at
the peak for 2255s. P3 shows the time interval corresponding to the ﬂare end for 4497s.
The horizontal dashed line indicates the level below which the ‘quiescent’ spectrum (q) was
accumulated.
The target was star No. 3 from Jeﬀries et al. (2006) at RA = 8:10:12.90, DEC = –49:14:08.6
with a B − V = 0.79, compatible with the star being of solar type, in accordance with the
deﬁnitions of this thesis. Furthermore, star No. 3 is not that far oﬀ from RX72 in terms of
similarity with the Sun.
From the X-ray ﬂux curve of Figure 13 we may deduce that the 1/e folding time for the ﬂare,
tX−ray, is 1750± 250 s.
We used the X-ray ﬂux curve in Figure 13 (Figure 5 in Paper V) to determine the peak and
quiescent (q) time intervals. For each of these time intervals we extracted the X-ray spectra
within 40 arcsec radius centered on Source 3.
In Figure 13 P1 is the shorter peak interval, P2 the longer peak interval, P3 the ﬂare end
interval and dashed line (q) indicates the level below which the ‘quiescent’ spectrum (q) was
accumulated.
The total emission measures TEM and temperatures T for this star were determined using
the APEC emission model for collisionally-ionized diﬀuse gas by Smith et al. (2001).
The normalization norm of the APEC spectral model is given by
norm =
10−14
(4πD2)
∫
V
0
N 2 dV = N 2V [cm−3], (16)
where the distance D of NGC 2547, according to Jeﬀries et al. (2006), is 417 pc. T was
obtained from the ﬁt parameters of the APEC model.
The spectra were ﬁtted with the APEC model in a similar way as in earlier papers, such as
Pillitteri et al. (2005).
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In order to get rid of the ‘no heating’ approximation, we used the emission measure (EM) –
temperature (T) trajectory method of Reale et al. (1997), which is a more sophisticated way
to calculate ﬂare loop semilengths for the Sun, that takes into account the heating eﬀects.
In this method two X-ray light curves of a ﬂare are obtained in diﬀerent bands. From the
ratio of the light curves the evolution of eﬀective temperature Teﬀ and of the corresponding
EM can be derived. Then a trajectory is constructed in a density vs. temperature diagram.
The slope (ζ) of the trajectory is used to characterize the eﬀect of the decaying light curve,
separating it from the spontaneous thermodynamic decay of the loop.
After this several model loop decays are considered, and an empirical function F(ζ) is ﬁtted
to link the decay time and the slope. Reale et al. (2004) deduced the F(ζ) for the EPIC pn
instrument (Struder et al. (2001)) on XMM-Newton, and thus obtained:
F (ζ) = caexp
−(ζ/ζa) + qa, (17)
where qa = 1.2± 0.1, ca = 11.6± 0.5 and ζa = 0.56± 0.06.
Finally the expression for the loop length becomes:
L =
tX−ray
√
T7
3.7 · 10−4F (ζ) , (18)
where tX−ray is the light curve decay time and T7 is the peak temperature.
For many XMM-Newton targets the peak T is not observable, due to small number of counts
in the peak time interval for example. According to Reale et al. (2004) it can be derived
from Tobs, i.e., the observed temperature in the time interval, by ﬁtting hydrostatic model
loops with isothermal models using the expression:
T7 = 0.184 · T 1.137,obs. (19)
Figure 6 of Paper V shows the ﬂare spectra ﬁtted with the APEC emission model for
collisionally-ionized diﬀuse gas (Smith et al. 2001).
Here comes a fundamentally important point that should be grasped: Time binning had
a critical eﬀect on the errors, as counts varied between 250–700. We used two diﬀerent
time interval choices, because it is useful to obtain two kinds of measurements: with long
exposure time, small errors and a low time resolution, and with an improved time resolution
but tolerating larger errors. We therefore capitalise on the alternatives of binning the data,
in this photon constrained observational environment. By considering both of the results
together, taking due account of their deﬁciencies and strengths, we can start to decipher
what is actually going on in the data.
Table 2 lists ﬂare parameters obtained from the spectral ﬁts at the ﬂare peaks P1 and P2,
the ﬂare end P3 and the quiescence.
The EM – T trajectories are shown in Figure 7 of Paper V, where the left plot is the trajectory
described by Equation (20) obtained for the P2 and quiescence periods. The exposure time
used in Equation (20) is so long that we miss the ﬂare peak.
TP2,q = −6.75× EM 0.50P2,q [K] . (20)
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Table 2: Summary of the results of ﬂare loop semilength measurements for NGC 2547 young
suns with the diﬀerent methods. L9 is in units of 10
9 cm.
Wavelength Function form L9
Hα free ﬁt 15.3+4.9−4.9
Hα Serio et al. (1991) 13.0+4.3−4.3
X-ray Serio et al. (1991) 33.8+4.9−7.9
X-ray Reale et al. (1997) 3.22+2.41−2.02
TP1,P3 = −39.84× EM 1.70P1,P3 [K] . (21)
The peak with the shorter exposure time observes the ﬂare peak temperature, see Eq (21)
and Fig 6 of Paper V.There are not enough counts for the ﬁtting algorithm to calculate the
error margins properly.
Applying the values of Table 4 of Paper V to Equation (18) yields the following values for
the loop semilengths: L9,P2,q = 3.22
+2.41
−2.02 · 109cm and L9,P1,P3 = 19.24+61.01−18.81 · 109 cm, i.e., on
the level of ∼ 1010 cm, which is consistent with what was given by the Hα measurements in
Section 5.1. Table 2 summarizes the results for ﬂare loop semilengths. We choose the result
with the smaller error for that reason alone, appreciating that in fact the short exposure time
is closer to the truth where the data is heading. This is because the shorter exposure time
samples the peak photons better, which was a requirement for applying the model.
5.3 Further prospects of the young sun results
The similarity of ﬂare rates of solar-type stars in NGC2547 in Paper V and by Jeﬀries et al.
(2006) implied that in both papers the observed ﬂares were of similar energy. This conclusion
is based on the assumption that ﬂares above a certain energy threshold should happen at a
similar frequency in the cluster on average. We therefore conclude, based on the frequency
vs. energy approximation, that our ﬂares are roughly ≥ 1034 ergs in energy. When contrasted
with the observed rather large ﬂare, L9 = 1.53 · 1010 cm, the results seem consistent, because
in the more active stars RX11, RX30, RX72 and Star 3 of Jeﬀries et al. (2006) the rotation
is faster due to their youth, as these stars had no time to slow down.
Therefore, the magnetic ﬁelds and magnetic conﬁnement forces are greater in comparison to
the gravity of the star than on the Sun. These forces make up the ﬂare loops.
Table 2 shows that diﬀerent methods of deducing the ﬂare loop semilengths are consistent,
as both the hard (X-ray) and soft (Hα) bands yield similar and logically consistent results
with diﬀerent physical models. This was also discussed in Paper V.
The rotation rate of young solar-type stars is typically 10–100 km s−1 (Jeﬀries et al. 2000).
During our observations of NGC 2547 stars two of the 22 solar-type stars ﬂared. This gives
the ﬂare rate of 430+608−198 ks per star and is in agreement with 350
+350
−120 ks in Jeﬀries et al.
(2006).
We measured tHα as 14 ks or more, which is in agreement with Jeﬀries et al. (2006) where the
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recorded X-ray durations are 8–36 ks. The estimated loop semilength was L9 = 1.53
+0.49
−0.49 ·1010
cm. As we were not able to measure the entire Hα duration for solar analog RX72, this ﬂare
could have a longer duration than 14 ks and thus a larger loop semilength. Based on the
relative ﬂare frequency of 15 % from Vilhu et al. (1998) and the measured ﬂare rate we can
approximate that the decay might have lasted (0.15 × 430)=64.5 ks. Then Equation (15)
with tHα=64.5 ks would yield L9 = 6.42
+0.65
−0.65 · 1010 cm.
Despite that a sample of 27 solar ﬂare events shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 of Paper
V is small, it shows the correlation between tHα and L9 within 3σ. In addition to the
aforementioned CLEAN method we also tried new RHESSI imaging techniques, such as the
VIS FWDFIT (Visibilities Forward Fit), but chose the current approach.
When we inspected our ﬂare loop size estimates with the Jeﬀries et al. (2006) observations
of star 3 we observed that tX−ray=1750 s. As the temperature of the ﬂare peak was T = 4.64
keV, we obtained L9 = 33.8
+4.9
−7.9 · 109 cm, based on Equation (7), Serio et al. (1991).
Maggio et al. (2000) derived ﬂare loop semilengths of L=(3.5± 1.3) · 1010cm and L=(4.9±
1.8) · 1010cm from AB Dor. Assuming all of these values within the quoted σ level coincide,
all of these values agree with L9, L9,P2,q and L9,P1,P3 within 3σ. So despite that both of the
independent methods may have some deﬁciencies, the weight of the evidence is beginning to
suggest that the values that we have obtained for the ﬂare size seem reasonable.
The post-ﬂare heating seems to make the loop semilength smaller by a factor of 2–10, i.e.,
F(ζ) in Equation (17) varies between 2–10. However, due to long exposure times the ﬂare
peak T is possibly suppressed and even hotter than 4.64 keV. Especially, L9,P2,q deduced with
the temperature corrected to only 1.49 keV appears to be unrealistically small. Hence, we
consider the result for L9,P1,P3 as more realistic. In order to improve the current estimates of
L9 by the T – EM method, an order of magnitude improvement would generally be needed
to the eﬀective area of the XMM-Newton pn detector. As we do not have that, we need to
consider the combination of the two observations and the inherent trade-oﬀ between error
and time resolution. It is this combination and their synergy that suggests to us that we are
on the right track, despite missing the peak in the other and having large errors in the other
loop size determination that was based on X-ray decay.
5.4 Possible consequences to coronal heating
We painted a picture of the evolutionary path of the ﬂare loop from YSO to the present day
Sun in Section 2. We have spent the thesis surveying ﬂares, and as a by product we have
managed to deduce a value for the ﬂare loop size in a young sun, which could be said to be the
missing link between YSO observations and present day solar observations. The author now
wishes to contemplate some theoretical consequences that this picture may entail, provided
some assumptions are true.
Figure 14 shows a loop top particle creation process as a theoretical scenario. A particle will
escape magnetic conﬁnement one way or the other only to get photoionized again. We now
ask what happens to this escaped plasma?
Magnetic ﬁeld will catch the majority and they will fall back to the Sun, or some will be
accelerated into the heliosphere, but it is important to note that some may obtain thermally
stable orbits:
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Figure 14: An exemplary particle process as a schematic cartoon that demonstrates plasma
escaping from the loop top, showing the collision of a proton P+ and an electron E- that
escape magnetic conﬁnement from high magnetic ﬂux (B) tube to environment of low B only
to get photoionized again.
mHv
2
r
=
GmHMsun
r2
→ v 2 = 1.33 ∗ 10
20
r
, (22)
kT = 1/2mHv
2 → T = 6.06 · 10−5v 2, (23)
T = 8.038 · 1015/r . (24)
This implies that T at R ∼ 1011 cm would equal a few million K. There is thus a remarkable
ﬁt between the thermal velocity of the gas and the orbital velocity. The next question to ask
is will there be a wipe-out by the coronal magnetic ﬁeld immediately?
The question is not that straightforward to answer, because the relative dynamics of magnetic
and mechanical forces are not very well known. The high R orbits may become stable at
very high plasma β shown in Equation (25)
β =
pth
pm
(25)
where pth is the thermal pressure and pm is the magnetic pressure. Interestingly, high plasma
β regions according to Gary (2001) do occur in the higher loop lengths observed in younger
suns. If the particles were orbiting, the question that next springs to mind is how will the
orbiting plasma particles cool?
The gravitationally trapped gas is hot, low pressure and thermodynamically quite isolated.
The cooling process would be similar to the isobaric cooling of intracluster gas in galactic
clusters described by Sarazin (1988), with a cooling time scale of Equation (26):
tcool = 8.5 · 1010yr × ( np
10−3cm−3
)−1
√
T8 (26)
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where np = number density of ions, T8 = temperature in units of 10
8 K. We make the
substitution from Equation (24) to replace T8 with Equation (27)
T8 =
8.038 · 107
R
. (27)
Assuming np = 10
7 − 0.01 cm−3 i.e. np varies between the number density of solar corona
now and the Local Interstellar Cloud, the observed radii imply roughly an 8.5 years to billion
year time scale for the cooling process. It is clear that the isobaric assumption sets the limit
to any cooling time estimate, and the cooling time is likely to have been commensurate with
the duration of isobaric conditions at these various radii. The author likes to put forward
the suggestion that some of the added coronal heat belongs actually to the primordial glow
of gravitationally trapped plasma particles that originated from ﬂare plasma loops when the
Sun was young. In addition to a slow cooling time, these trapped particles have a very low
scattering probability, due to their small scattering cross-section comparable to hydrogen in
the rareﬁed coronal gas. The photodissociation and recombination rate in high β -regions is
the important question when considering this model.
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6 Summaries of the original publications
In Papers I-III the calibrations, cross-calibrations and comparative inﬂight calibrations are
discussed, respectively. Papers IV-VI apply this knowledge and data to deducing physical
parameters for solar ﬂares and young suns with the help of stellar and ground based instru-
ments.
In the following brief summaries of the papers are given. In addition the thesis author’s
contribution for each paper is described.
6.1 Paper I: “The in-ﬂight performance of the X-ray Solar Monitor
(XSM) on-board SMART-1”
This paper introduces the XSM data and its detector calibrations. The operation, perfor-
mance, and in-ﬂight calibrations of the X-ray Solar Monitor (XSM) on-board ESA’s SMART-
1 mission to the Moon are presented. The basic method of deriving the response and eﬀective
area of the XSM is described. The evolution of the energy resolution as a function of time
is studied, and sample data of high quality broadband solar ﬂare spectra including highly
ionized Fe-lines are also presented. Most importantly the data derived in this paper is used
for the cross-calibration in Paper II and the energy scale oﬀset drift is used in the simulations
of Paper III.
The author assisted Lauri Alha in the data reduction development by performing comparisons
of XSM trial data versions to data from other solar monitors, such as GOES and RHESSI.
6.2 Paper II: “Cross-Calibration of SMART-1 XSM with GOES
and RHESSI”
In Paper II the XSM, GOES and RHESSI are cross-calibrated with concurrent observations.
The main aim was to derive the cross-calibration in physical units, i.e. Watts/m2, for these
three diﬀerent detector technologies. In addition to this the repercussions that the diﬀerent
technologies have for scientiﬁc model determinations were compared. It turns out that even
though the physical ﬂux calibration might be close, a diﬀerence in spectral resolution can
cause a large diﬀerence in predicted solar plasma temperature T and emission measure EM .
The author studied the existing history of spaceborne cross-calibrations, designed the ex-
periment, conducted the experiment and wrote the paper. Lauri Alha was instrumental in
providing backup on the proprietary data handling aspects of XSM data. Dr. Brian Dennis
from NASA/GSFC was a tough and fair colleague and counterparty that challenged our work
and assisted with the RHESSI data. Dr. Juhani Huovelin supervised and managed the XSM
instrument project and suggested revisions to the paper. Whilst doing the work for this
paper Dr. Juhani Huovelin also put me in touch with other astronomers, such as Dr. Silja
Pohjolainen, which resulted in further papers and is gratefully acknowledged.
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6.3 Paper III: “On-board in-ﬂight energy scale cross-calibration
eﬀects of solar X-ray instruments”
This paper is based on an invited talk given to the American Institute of Physics (AIP) in Big
Island, Hawaii. Based on Paper I and Paper II a simulation on the importance of an in-ﬂight
onboard calibration source is done by using Messenger XRS and XSM. This simulation is
appealing and unique because the two solar monitors are technically similar. Results are also
compared to other onboard inﬂight calibration systems, which can be primarily found from
COBE.
The author did the study, designed the experiment, delivered the talk and wrote the paper.
The author received valuable support from the co-authors of the earlier papers.
6.4 Papers IV: “Spatial size and plasma variables of RHESSI ﬂares”
Paper IV is a large RHESSI imaging survey comprising 85 ﬂares that is based on the earlier
spectral parameter survey of Battaglia et al. (2005). The imaging series of 85 images shows
that more energetic ﬂares have larger CLEAN maps. The data reduction of a survey as large
as this provided the basis for the search for concurrently observed events in Hα. These events
are used in Paper V and Paper VI.
The author did the study, designed and conducted the experiment and wrote the paper. This
was my ﬁrst refereed paper, and the guidance of Dr. Silja Pohjolainen was instrumental. She
supervised my work, suggested revisions to our paper and helped me to communicate with
the referees.
6.5 Paper V: “Flare Loop size in young suns”
Paper V has been a ”Great Wall of China” project for me, that has amalgamated three
intended papers. Firstly the Paper V presents three independent sets of observations: 1)
The solar RHESSI ﬂare images compared with their concurrently recorded Hα durations, 2)
The Hα observations of young suns in NGC 2547 conducted with ESO/WFI telescope, 3)
The XMM-Newton X-ray observations of NGC 2547.
The ﬁrst two data sets are used to deduce the size of ﬂare plasma structures in the Sun, and
these results are extrapolated to deduce the size of the same structure on a young sun in
NGC 2547 based on Hα duration of the ﬂare. The third data set can be used to conﬁrm the
result independently and the results agreed, albeit with large error margins.
The observed star RX72 is the closest star in similarity to the Sun observed with any of these
methods, as it is nearly a solar twin. Dr. Juho Schultz joined me in La Silla, Chile and helped
me to conduct the observations as I then had very little practical experience of my own. Dr.
Jukka Nevalainen did the XMM-Newton data analysis and wrote parts of the chapter dealing
with this part. The author has recieved assistance in many parts of this extensive study from
home and abroad, please consult the Acknowledgements. Besides what is listed in the above,
the author planned and conducted the experiments and wrote the paper.
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6.6 Paper VI: “Time evolution of the size of solar ﬂare plasma
loops along the main sequence”
This paper is based on an invited talk given to the American Institute of Physics (AIP)
in Kauai, Hawaii. Based on Paper IV and Paper V the author presented a theoretical
possibility that some of the coronal heat in the coronal heating problem could be attributed
to hot slowly cooling particles that were trapped at orbits similar to the height of plasma
ﬂare loops encountered in young suns.
The author did the study, designed the thought experiment, delivered the talk and wrote
the paper. The author received valuable support from the co-authors of the earlier papers.
Messenger XRS team from Goddard is also acknowledged.
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7 Discussion and conclusions
The calibration work in this thesis shows that albeit the cross calibration in physical units
might agree between diﬀerent solar X-ray monitors, the model predictions do not necessarily
agree to the same extent. The model independent FXSM/FGOES ratio was 0.94 ± 0.09 for
data prior to April 2005. XSM and GOES agreed in terms of model independent and Mewe
model dependent ﬂuxes. However, discrepancies arose in the model parameters T and TEM
predicted by the Mewe model with Meyer abundances. It is suggested that the discrepancies
arise from three factors, ﬁrst of which is the lack of sampling due to the GOES data having
only two channels in contrast to 512 channels for XSM. The second is the extrapolation of
the model between 1.55 – 2.0 keV in the FMeweXSM . The third suggested source for discrepancy
is an additional high-energy component in the spectral model.
In the case of narrow band calibrations, this thesis showed that the average XSM/RHESSI
ﬂux ratio was 2.63 ± 0.23. There are a number of possible sources for discrepancy, one of
which is that within the calibration band of 6 – 8 keV an asymptotic change in RHESSI
eﬀective area introduces error. The calibration results discovered here are similar to results
obtained from other spaceborne cross-calibrations from Brooks and Warren (2006), Pauluhn
et al. (2002) and Stepnik et al. (2003).
As to more complex device eﬀects, creeping of the energy scale occurred at a level of < 1.0%
(168 eV) in XSM. This thesis showed that a simulated creep of this magnitude changed
ﬁnal ﬂuxes by 25-35 % with XSM and XRS and is therefore important in solar instrument
calibration work. In-ﬂight creep of the energy scale can be accounted for only in-ﬂight with
an on-board calibration source, or other non-drifting calibration in a suﬃciently wide band.
This level of creep is unlikely to inﬂuence most research conducted with the instruments, but
it is likely to be important in some speciﬁc areas, most notably coronal line emission studies.
The main conclusions reached in ﬂare surveys of the thesis were: F50% contours proved to
be the best area measurement method. Background subtraction techniques fail, because
during the ﬂare the intensity of many imaging artefacts surpass the background intensity.
Normalisations on the ﬂare sample lack physical basis. The need for projection correction is
debatable, as the targets seem to be spherical clouds of gas in this band everywhere on the
Sun, also near and over the limb. The area measurement and thus derived V established no
correlation between V, N or T within the range of error. The same was also true between
TEM RHESSI and T. This is in contrast to values predicted by Aschwanden and Parnell (2002)
and Aschwanden et al. (2008b) from fractal and RTV scaling laws and Aschwanden (1999)
from empirical scaling laws for more static coronal loops over a wider dynamic range. The
results from direct loop-top volume measurements diﬀer with scaling laws deduced from
footpoint separation measurements. Naturally, it is possible that ignoring some outliers and
using a diﬀerent weighting for data points the results would be diﬀerent. The result is also
in contrast to the investigations of Feldman et al. (1996) and Battaglia et al. (2005), where
the ﬂux-temperature dependence was clear in that ﬂares with higher ﬂux were hotter. Larger
ﬂares by volume are neither hotter or denser in this sample at the peak of the ﬂare. The
behaviour of the loop top source could thus be described as chaotic in this sample, and we
believe adding X-class ﬂares to enhance the dynamic range, as we later did, might have made
the diﬀerence to discover a trend from this chaotic behavior.
The FGH−Bk vs. TEM RHESSI and TEMGOES vs. TEM RHESSI dependencies seem only consis-
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tent with Thomas et al. (1985) and Lin et al. (2002). Further quantitative issues are left
for respective mission teams to discuss. F35 increases with ETh and TEM RHESSI, which can
be said to agree with the ‘Big Flare Syndrome’, non-thermal photon ﬂux being considered as
one ﬂare manifestation. When the volume V of the ﬂaring region is measured independently
from imaging, and the density of particles N independently from spectroscopy, it is possible
to deduce the number of particles causing the thermal emission. This is left as a topic for
further study.
When the surveys were applied to stellar ﬂares from young suns this thesis discovered that
the ﬂare rate 370+201−134 ks per star observed for all stars in NGC 2547 in Hα was within the
error margins attributed to X-ray observations of NGC 2547 by Jeﬀries et al. (2006). Flare
rate for solar type stars was 430+608−198 ks per star, which was slightly slower but within the
error margin of 350+350−120 ks in Jeﬀries et al. (2006). This implied that the ﬂares of RX72 and
star 3 analysed here are roughly ≥ 1034 ergs in energy.
As shown in this thesis the estimated ﬂare area diameter and thus loop semilength for RX72
ﬂare deduced from tHα was L9 = 1.53
+0.49
−0.49 · 1010 cm. This result was only slightly changed
with diﬀerent assumptions on the functional form of the decay. Similar results are obtained
for a ﬂare of the same energy in star 3 when the measurement is conducted with tX−ray. This
suggests that in very young suns, aged about 30 Myr, the ﬂare loop semilengths could be
comparable to the radius of the star. These conclusions had uncertainties as discussed before.
As this thesis established the ﬁrst measurement of the height of plasma ﬂare loops on young
solar analogues, this measure may have interesting repercussions: a new theory for the coronal
heating problem. An escaping particle at young sun loop top may have a thermal energy
matching the gravitational orbit and the current coronal T at the same time. This R may also
coincide with high β, and high tcool making primordial long duration plasma orbits possible.
This is of course pending reasonable similarity in plasma β proﬁle with the young and old
solar corona, which may also have not been the case.
8 Future work
In terms of future prospects this thesis showed that a more complex wide band in-ﬂight
calibration source might be useful not only with solar X-ray detectors, but also with CMB
detectors (see Table 3. of Paper III) where the accuracy of the in-ﬂight calibration has a strong
correlation with the accuracy of the results. The generic ideal energy scale calibration source
that was proposed should have non-drifting emission lines distributed broadly throughout
the band of the spectrum of measurement. It is currently unclear whether the possibility of
non-linear energy scale drift has been suﬃciently discussed and addressed in CMB anisotropy
measurements, or in fact any spaceborne measurements requiring high accuracy.
Due to its exceptional spectral resolution, XSM and the CHIANTI database probably share
some interesting synergies. The cross-calibration in Paper II should perhaps be repeated with
CHIANTI to reﬁne the cross-calibrations. Furthermore, XSM data should be transported to
SolarSoft for concurrent multi-instrument analyses with other solar instruments.
The thesis showed that concurrent solar X-ray and Hα observations have been conducted,
for example in Kamio et al. (2003) and Kurokawa et al. (1992). These experiments could
be repeatable with a concurrent X-ray and Hα campaign for large stellar ﬂares. Stassun
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et al. (2006) have conducted such observations over broad optical bands and X-rays with
Chandra, and a high availability telescope setup at two Earth locations. For the Sun we have
already achieved short temporal variations and cross-correlations between solar X-ray and Hα
emission observed in Radziszewski et al. (2006) (0.05 s time resolution) and Radziszewski
et al. (2007) (0.04-0.075 s time resolution). In terms of further work concurrent X-ray
and Hα observations of NGC 2547 could deﬁne the ﬂare decays more accurately without
breaks in observing if multiple Earth locations for telescopes and a space X-ray observatory
were used. Furthermore, T-EM trajectory methods could possibly be used, and the ’no
heating’ -approximation could be avoided. In order to have the same time resolution as tHα
in this thesis, the eﬀective area of the X-ray instruments should be improved by an order
of magnitude. More multi-instrument solar observations to reﬁne Equations (21) and (22)
would therefore be desirable to reduce statistical error margins.
The observation strategy discussed here could be scalable to some degree for ﬂare observations
and loop cooling time measurements of solar twins, such as 18 Scorpii (Hall & Lockwood
(2000)) and HD98618 (Melendez et al. (2006)). Thus this thesis showed that in very young
suns the ﬂare loops can be comparable to the radius of the Sun or the star itself. By observing
several solar type stars of variable ages, we may be able to construct an evolutionary model
for the solar corona.
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